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Prawitz formulated the so-called inversion principle as one of the characteristic features of Gentzen’s
(first-order) intuitionistic natural deduction. In the literature on proof-theoretic semantics, this prin-
ciple is often couple with another one, called the recovery principle. By adopting the Computational
Ludics framework, we reformulate these principles into one and the same condition, called the har-
mony condition. We show that this reformulation allows us to make precise two intuitive ideas
standing behind these two principles: the idea of “containment” present in the inversion principle,
and the idea that the recovery principle is the “converse” of the inversion principle. Moreover, we
formulate two other conditions in the Computational Ludics framework, and show that each of them
is equivalent to the harmony condition.

1 Introduction

Prawitz formulated the inversion principle as one of the characteristic features of Gentzen’s (first-order)
intuitionistic natural deduction (see [10, p.33]). According to this principle, an elimination rule E is
the “inverse” of the corresponding introduction rules in the sense that the conclusion of E does not
state anything more than what can be obtained from the premises of these introduction rules. Prawitz
formulates this idea in terms of “containment”: the conclusion of E is already contained in the proofs of
the premises of E if its major premise is inferred by some of the corresponding introduction rules. One
can see such a containment clearly in the case of the implication-elimination rule.
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The inversion principle corresponds then to a (local) reduction step of a detour (in this case a→-detour),
and, by the Curry-Howard correspondence, to a β -reduction step (preserving typing).

To capture the converse of the inversion principle, another principle was formulated by several au-
thors (for example, [9, 4, 11]). Following Schroeder-Heister, we call this principle the recovery principle.
It says that the conclusions of the elimination rules for a certain connective C do not state anything less
than what are obtained by the introduction rule for C, namely, the conclusions of the C-introduction rules
are already contained in the proofs of the premises of the C-elimination rules. In the case of →, this
direction of containment can be seen as follows.
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2 Harmony in the Light of Computational Ludics

As stated in [9, 6], this principle expresses the η-expansion in the Curry-Howard correspondence.
One of the objectives of the so-called proof-theoretic semantics is to explain logical expressions in

terms of their proof-conditions rather than their truth-conditions. A crucial question consists in fixing
the necessary condition that a set of inference rules has to satisfy in order to define a meaningful logical
connective. A widespread proposal is to consider that this necessary condition can be captured by means
of the two principles mentioned above. Though a definite answer concerning the correctness of this
proposal is hard to achieve, what we propose here is to study it in the context of Girard’s Ludics [5],
namely by using what is known under the name of Terui’s Computational Ludics [12]. Our claim is that in
such a framework it is possible to make precise two intuitive ideas: (i) the idea of “containment” present
in Prawitz’s formulation of inversion principle, and (ii) the idea that the recovery principle plays the role
of the “converse” of the inversion principle. Moreover, we show that the conjunction of the inversion
and the recovery principles can be characterized by each of two certain conditions in the framework of
Terui’s Computational Ludics.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we reformulate in the Computational Ludics framework
the inversion and the recovery principles as the properties that a “good” connective should satisfy (§2).
The conjunction of these two principles is called the harmony condition below. Then, we state two other
conditions on connectives and show that each of these conditions is equivalent to the harmony condition
(§3). The first condition is a variant of internal completeness, which is a key property of connectives in
Ludics. The second condition is given by means of the regularity of behaviours, which was introduced by
Fouqueré and Quatrini [3] to capture the MALL behaviours in terms of sequences of interaction (see also
Pavaux’s work [7] and its extended version [8]). The first condition is formulated on the conception of
designs as untyped and infinite λ -term-like objects, and the second one is formulated on the conception
of designs as sets of sequences of actions.

Our contribution consists in the application of the Ludics framework to the study of connectives in
proof-theoretic semantics. In particular, we aim at shedding new light on the inversion and the recovery
principles by reformulating them in the Computational Ludics framework. As we will see, this reformu-
lation asks for a generalization of the notion of connective used in Computational Ludics. In particular,
our notion of connective will include not only those that can be considered as “good” (or meaningful)
ones, as they satisfy the harmony condition, but it will include also “bad” (or non-meaningful) ones,
not satisfying this condition. On the contrary, these “bad” connectives are not usually definable in the
standard presentations of Computational Ludics (see [12, 1, 2]).

2 Formulation of Harmony Condition in Computational Ludics

In this section, we formulate the inversion principle and the recovery principle as the harmony condition
(Definition 2.4). For this purpose, the notion of connective in Computational Ludics is defined first.

We refer to [12] for the basic notions of Computational Ludics. C-designs, standard c-designs and
the normal form function [[·]] on c-designs are defined as in [12, Definitions 2.3, 2.7, 2.14]. Below we call
standard c-designs s-designs, and use the same notations for substitution of c-designs as [12]. Let α be
a set of negative actions with pairwise distinct names, and {Pa}a(⃗xa)∈α be a family of positive c-designs,
then we denote by ∑α a(⃗xa).Pa the c-design ∑a(⃗xa).Pa such that Pb = Pa holds if b = a holds for some
a(⃗xa) ∈ α , otherwise Pb = Ω holds. If α is a finite set {a1(⃗x1), . . . ,an(⃗xn)} then we denote ∑a(⃗xa).Pa by
a1(⃗x1).Pa1 + · · ·+an(⃗xn).Pan instead of ∑α a(⃗xa).Pa. The set of free variables in a c-design T is denoted
by fv(T ).

Let x0 be an arbitrary but fixed variable. A positive c-design P is atomic if fv(P) ⊆ {x0} holds. A
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negative c-design N is atomic if fv(N) is empty. Anti-designs are defined as in [12, Definition 3.8], and
we use the same notations for substitution of anti-designs. For example, when [G] = [N1/x1, . . . ,Nn/xn]
is an anti-design against positives and P is a positive c-design, P[G] denotes the result of substituting Ni

for xi in P for any i. Note that these notations are compatible with usual notations for substitution of
c-designs. The orthogonality T⊥[G] between a c-design T and an anti-design [G] against it is defined in
a standard way (see [12, Definition 3.8]). For an anti-design [G] = [N1/x1, . . . ,Nn/xn] against positives,
we call the set {x1, . . . ,xn} of variables its base. Similarly, for an anti-design [H] = [P,N1/x1, . . . ,Nn/xn]
against negatives, we call the set {x0,x1, . . . ,xn} of variables its base.

When T is a set of s-designs of the same polarity and G is a set of anti-designs of the same polarity,
we denote the set {[G] | T⊥[G] for any T ∈ T} by T⊥, and the set {T | T⊥[G] for any [G] ∈G} by G⊥.
We define a behaviour as a set of s-designs.

Definition 2.1 (Behaviours). A set T of s-designs of the same polarity is a behaviour if and only if
T = T⊥⊥ holds. We say a behaviour T is an a-behaviour if all s-designs in T are atomic.

Our notion of connective in Computational Ludics is defined as follows.

Definition 2.2 (Connectives). A triple α = (⃗z,α0,α1) of a finite sequence z⃗ of variables and two finite
sets of negative actions α0,α1 is an n-ary connective if and only if

• z⃗ is a finite sequence z1, . . . ,zn of n distinct variables with x0 ̸∈ {z1, . . . ,zn} and

• α0∪α1 is a set {a1(⃗x1), . . . ,am(⃗xm)} of negative actions such that a1, . . . ,am are pairwise distinct
names and for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there is a natural number k and indices i(1), . . . , i(k) with
x⃗i = {xi(1), . . . ,xi(k)} ⊆ {⃗z}.

The conception of connective in the definition above is a proof-theoretic one: we consider a connec-
tive to be determined by its inference rules. The set α0 in a connective α = (⃗z,α0,α1) corresponds to the
α-introduction rules or the α-right rules in the sense of sequent calculus, and the set α1 corresponds to
the α-elimination rules or the α-left rules. The finite sequence z⃗ of variables fixes the arity of α . We will
see this correspondence in detail after Definition 2.3.

For any connective α = (⃗z,α0,α1), we denote α0 by α I and α1 by αE . Let α be an n-ary connective.
If α I = αE holds, then α is a logical connective in the sense of [12, 1, 2], hence the notion of connective
above is a generalization of the notion of logical connective there. Below we say a connective α is logical
if and only if α I = αE holds, and abbreviate a logical connective α = (⃗z,α0,α0) as (⃗z,α0).

Definition 2.3 (Behaviours Composed by Connectives). For any name a ∈ A with ar(a) = n and any
negative a-behaviours N1, . . . ,Nn, we define

a⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ := {x0|a⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ | Ni ∈ Ni for each i with 1≤ i≤ n}.

Let α be an arbitrary n-ary connective. For any positive a-behaviours P1, . . . ,Pn and any negative a-
behaviours N1, . . . ,Nn, we define the positive a-behaviour αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ and the negative a-behaviour
α I(P1, . . . ,Pn) as follows:

• αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ := (
∪

ai (⃗xi)∈αE ai⟨Ni(1), . . . ,Ni(k)⟩)⊥⊥, and

• α I(P1, . . . ,Pn) :=
∩

ai (⃗xi)∈α I (ai⟨P⊥i(1), . . . ,P
⊥
i(k)⟩

⊥).

Note that we use αE and α I to define αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ and α I(P1, . . . ,Pn), respectively. This is the
main difference between the definition above and [12, Definition 4.11].

As an example, let γ be the ternary connective (x1,x2,x3,{a(x1,x2),b(x3)},{c(x1),d(x2,x3)}) and
P1,P2,P3 be arbitrary positive a-behaviours. If P |= Γ,x1 : P1,x2 : P2 and Q |= Γ,x3 : P3 in the sense
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of [2, Definition 2.7] hold, then we have a(x1,x2).P+ b(x3).Q |= Γ,γ I(P1,P2,P3), that is, the set γ I of
negative actions gives the following γ-introduction or γ-right rule.

P |= Γ,x1 : P1,x2 : P2 Q |= Γ,x3 : P3

a(x1,x2).P+b(x3).Q |= Γ,γ I(P1,P2,P3)
γI

On the other hand, the set γE gives the following γ-elimination or γ-left rule.

N |= Γ,P⊥1
x|c⟨N⟩ |= Γ,x : γE⟨P⊥1 ,P⊥2 ,P⊥3 ⟩

γE
M |= Γ,P⊥2 M′ |= ∆,P⊥3

x|d⟨M,M′⟩ |= Γ,∆,x : γE⟨P⊥1 ,P⊥2 ,P⊥3 ⟩
γE

Indeed, if we consider the logical connective & = (x1,x2,{π1(x1),π2(x2)}) then we have the inferences

N |= Γ,P⊥1
x|π1⟨N⟩ |= Γ,x : &E⟨P⊥1 ,P⊥2 ⟩

&E
M |= Γ,P⊥2

x|π2⟨M⟩ |= Γ,x : &E⟨P⊥1 ,P⊥2 ⟩
&E

and these can be considered as the &-left rules, namely, the &-elimination rule. One can define the other
connectives of the linear fragment MALLP of polarized linear logic as well (see [12, 1]).

We formulate the harmony condition in Computational Ludics as follows.
Definition 2.4 (Harmony Condition). Let α be an n-ary connective. The connective α satisfies the
inversion condition if and only if αE ⊆ α I holds, and α satisfies the recovery condition if and only if
α I ⊆ αE holds. Then, the connective α satisfies the harmony condition if and only if α satisfies the
inversion condition and the recovery condition.

Intuition behind this definition is as follows. Let α be an n-ary connective, {Pb}b(⃗xb)∈α I be an α I-
indexed family of positive s-designs and M∗ be the c-design ∑α I b(⃗xb).Pb. Then, the inversion condition is
equivalent to the condition that for any ai(xi(1), . . . ,xi(k)) in αE and any negative c-designs Ni(1), . . . ,Ni(k),
we have M∗|ai⟨Ni(1), . . . ,Ni(k)⟩ −→ Pai [Ni(1)/xi(1), . . . ,Ni(k)/xi(k)] ̸= Ω. This latter condition says that the
β -reduction is always defined for α , which is nothing but Prawitz’s inversion principle. In particular,
our inversion condition makes precise the idea of containment that we mentioned in Section 1: αE is
contained in α I in the set-theoretic sense.

On the other hand, according to our definition, the recovery principle literally becomes the converse
of the inversion principle: α I is contained in αE . Let η be the negative s-design with fv(η) = {x0}
defined corecursively, and ηa be the negative s-design defined with η for each negative action a(⃗xa) (see
[12, p.2054], [1, p.166]):

η := ∑a(x1, . . . ,xn).x0|a⟨η [x1/x0], . . . ,η [xn/x0]⟩, ηa := a(x1, . . . ,xn).x0|a⟨η [x1/x0], . . . ,η [xn/x0]⟩.

Then, the recovery condition for a connective α is equivalent to the condition that for any a j(x j(1), . . . ,x j(k))
in α I , there are a k-ary negative action c j(y1, . . . ,yk) ∈ αE and a negative c-design N j such that we have

N j = a j(x j(1), . . . ,x j(k)).x0|c j⟨η [x j(1)/x0], . . . ,η [x j(k)/x0]⟩= ηa j .

This condition means that α always enjoys the η-expansion, since it gives the η-expanded form N1[M∗/x0]+
· · ·+Nm[M∗/x0] of M∗.

a1(⃗x1)+ · · ·+am(⃗xm)

a1

M∗ η [x1(1)/x0] · · · η [x1(k)/x0]

am

M∗ η [xm(1)/x0] · · · η [xm(k′)/x0]

· · ·WWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

RRRRRRRRRRR

????
lllllllll

ggggggggggggggg

RRRRRRRRRRR

????
lllllllll
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Indeed, we have [[N1[M∗/x0]+ · · ·+Nm[M∗/x0]]] = M∗ by [12, Proposition 2.15].
Note that the connective γ above satisfies neither the inversion condition nor the recovery condition

and so γ is bad in this sense. Since γ is not a logical connective, such a bad connective has not been
considered in [12, 2, 1].

3 Characterization of Harmony Condition

In this section, we give two conditions each of which is equivalent to Prawitz-style harmony condition
defined in the last section. The first condition is the dual decomposability of connectives, which is a
variant of internal completeness of connectives. The second condition, namely, the dual decomposability
of visitable paths is formulated in terms of the regularity of behaviours, which was introduced by [3] in
Girard’s original Ludics and extended by [7, 8] to Computational Ludics.

Roughly speaking, a connective α is dually decomposable if the “introduction” α I(N⊥1 , . . . ,N⊥n ) and
the “elimination” αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ are indeed duals of each other. To formulate this idea, we define dual
sets by adapting the definition of αc⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ and αc(P1, . . . ,Pn) in [12, p.2068] to our setting.

Definition 3.1 (Dual Sets). Let α be an n-ary connective. For any positive a-behaviours P1, . . . ,Pn and
any negative a-behaviours N1, . . . ,Nn, we define the dual set α I(P1, . . . ,Pn)

D of α I(P1, . . . ,Pn) and the
dual set αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩D of αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩ as follows.

• α I(P1, . . . ,Pn)
D :=

∪
ai (⃗xi)∈α I ai⟨P⊥i(1), . . . ,P

⊥
i(k)⟩, and

• αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩D is defined as the set of all negative c-designs N of the following form: For some
ai(⃗xi) ∈ αE , some xi(l) ∈ {⃗xi} and some Q ∈ N⊥i(l),

N = ai(⃗xi).Q[xi(l)/x0]+b1(⃗xb1).✠+ · · ·+bm(⃗xbm).✠,

where αE \{ai(⃗xi)}= {b1(⃗xb1), . . . ,bm(⃗xbm)} holds.

For any negative a-behaviours N1, . . . ,Nn, any family {Pa}a∈K of positive a-behaviours and any set
α of negative actions with α = {a(⃗xa)}a∈K , we define

• [N1/x1, . . . ,Nn/xn] := {[N1/x1, . . . ,Nn/xn] | Ni ∈ Ni for any i with 1≤ i≤ n}, and

• ∑α a(⃗xa).Pa := {∑α a(⃗xa).Pa | Pa ∈ Pa}.

Definition 3.2 (Dual Decomposability of Connectives). Let α be an n-ary connective. Then, α is dually
decomposable if and only if α satisfies the following conditions:

1. αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩= α I(N⊥1 , . . . ,N⊥n )D∪{✠}, and

2. ∑a(⃗xa).Pa ∈ α I(P1, . . . ,Pn) holds if and only if Pai ∈ [P⊥i(1)/xi(1), . . . ,P⊥i(k)/xi(k)]
⊥ holds for any

ai(xi(1), . . . ,xi(k)) in αE .

For any logical connective α = (⃗z,α0), the dual decomposability of α is essentially equivalent to
the internal completeness of α formulated in [12, §4.4], since α I(P1, . . . ,Pn)

D and αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩D
are equal to αc⟨P⊥1 , . . . ,P⊥n ⟩ and αc(N⊥1 , . . . ,N⊥n ) in [12], respectively. Because of this equivalence and
the fact that any connective satisfying the harmony condition is a logical connective, one can prove the
following proposition in a manner similar to the proof of the internal completeness of logical connectives
(see [12, Theorem 4.14]). The converse of this proposition will be obtained by Proposition 3.9 below.

Proposition 3.3. If a connective α satisfies the harmony condition then α is dually decomposable.
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Next, we give the second characterization of Prawitz-style harmony condition. The second equivalent
condition to this condition means that the duality is found between the interaction sequences constructed
by c-designs in the “introduction” α I(N⊥1 , . . . ,N⊥n ) and c-designs in the “elimination” αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩.
To capture such paths traced by interaction, we define several game-semantic notions in Computational
Ludics by following [7, 8]. We define located actions, alternated justified sequences (in short, aj-
sequences), views, the view function ⌜·⌝ on aj-sequences and paths as in Definition 9, Example 10,
Definitions 11–13 of [7]. We use the same convention on bound variables in views, though we de-
note negative located actions by ax(x1, . . . ,xn) instead of ax(x1, . . . ,xn). The empty sequence is denoted
by ε , and located actions are denoted by κ . Hereafter, “actions” always means located actions. If
κ = x|a⟨x1, . . . ,xn⟩ (resp. κ = ax(x1, . . . ,xn)) holds, we write ax(x1, . . . ,xn) (resp. x|a⟨x1, . . . ,xn⟩) as κ .
Moreover, if s = κ1 · · ·κn is a sequence of proper actions, we denote κ1 · · ·κn by s. Let s = κ1 · · ·κn be
an aj-sequence. We define the dual s̃ of s as follows: If ✠ = κn holds then s̃ := κ1 · · ·κn−1, otherwise
s̃ := s✠.

Following [7], we identify each s-design T with its tree-representation all of whose branches are
views (cf. [7, Example 10]). One can easily define the procedure for transforming each s-design into its
tree-representation and vice versa. Note that the tree-representation of a negative s-design N can be a
forest. Then, we define views of s-designs and paths of s-designs as in [7, Definitions 12, 13]. A typical
example of paths of an s-design T is a sequence of actions in the tree-representation of T which is traced
by interaction of T with another s-design. Moreover, the notions of view and path can be extended
to anti-designs. We identify each anti-design [G] = [N1/x1, . . . ,Nn/xn] against positives with the forest
which consists of the tree-representations views(N1), . . . ,views(Nn) of N1, . . . ,Nn such that the addresses
of the roots of views(Ni) are all xi for any i. We also assume a similar identification of anti-designs
against negatives with their tree-representations. Then, views of anti-designs can be defined in a way
similar to the case of s-designs. An aj-sequence s is a path of an anti-design [G] if and only if for any
prefix s0 of s, ⌜s0⌝ is a view of J0 for some component J0 of [G].

To define interaction sequences, we adopt the approach in [8, Appendix A] using multi-designs,
which were defined in [8, Definition 45] and generalize anti-designs. Multi-designs have the notion
of cut CutD|E of two multi-designs D,E (see [8, Definition 49]). By using this notion of cut with [8,
Definitions 46–48], one can define the interaction sequence ⟨D← E⟩ between two multi-designs D,E
satisfying certain conditions (see [8, Definition 58]). As instances of this definition, we have the inter-
action sequence ⟨T ← [G]⟩ of T with [G] and the interaction sequence ⟨[G]← T ⟩ of [G] with T for a
convergent cut-net (T, [G]): a pair (T, [G]) of an s-design T and an anti-design [G] is called a cut-net if
the polarities of T and [G] are opposite and T [G] is closed, and a cut-net (T, [G]) is convergent if T⊥[G]
holds. By definition, we obtain the following facts on a convergent cut-net (T, [G]): ⟨T ← [G]⟩ is a path

of T , ⟨[G]← T ⟩ is a path of [G] and ˜⟨T ← [G]⟩= ⟨[G]← T ⟩ holds.
Below we define visitable paths in a set T of atomic s-designs of the same polarity, which are in-

teraction sequences of some c-design in T with an anti-design against it. Visitable paths in a set G of
anti-designs of the same polarity and base are defined as well.

Definition 3.4 (Visitability, cf. [7]). The visitability in a set of atomic s-designs and the visitability in a
set of anti-designs are defined as follows.

• Let T be a set of atomic s-designs of the same polarity. A path p is visitable in T if and only if
there is a convergent cut-net (T, [G]) such that T ∈ T, [G] ∈ T⊥ and ⟨T ← [G]⟩= p hold.

• Let G be a set of anti-designs of the same polarity and base. A path p is visitable in G if and only
if there is a cut-net (T, [G]) such that T ∈G⊥, [G] ∈G and ⟨[G]← T ⟩= p hold.
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Let J be a set of c-designs or a set of anti-designs. We denote the set of all visitable paths in J by
V (J). When N is a negative a-behaviour, we denote by V (x,N) the set of all paths obtained by replacing
the address x0 of the first actions of paths in V (N) with x.

For any behaviour T, the set |T| of all material s-designs in T is defined as in [12, Definition 4.7].
We also define the binary shuffle function p�q for paths p,q and its extended version S�T for sets S,T
of paths as in [7, Definition 16]. Roughly speaking, the shuffle function gives a set of paths which are
obtained by interleaving two given paths. Then, we can define regular behaviours as in [7, Definition
16]. Our second characterization of the harmony condition will be defined in terms of regular behaviours.

Definition 3.5 (Regular Behaviours). A behaviour B is regular if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:

• for any T ∈ |B| and any path p of T , p ∈V (B) holds,

• for any T ∈ |B⊥| and any path p of T , p ∈V (B⊥) holds and

• both V (B) and V (B⊥) are closed under�.

When D is a set of sequences of actions, we denote the set {ax(⃗ya)s | s∈D} of sequences by ax(⃗ya)D,
and the set {x|a⟨⃗ya⟩s | s∈D} of sequences by x|a⟨⃗ya⟩D. Inspired by the results in [8, Appendices B.2–3],
we formulate the second condition equivalent to the harmony condition and Lemma 3.7 as follows.

Definition 3.6 (Dual Decomposability of Visitable Paths). Let α be an n-ary connective. Visitable paths
of α are dually decomposable if and only if for any negative regular a-behaviours N1, . . . ,Nn and any
positive regular a-behaviours P1, . . . ,Pn, we have

• V (αE⟨N1, . . . ,Nn⟩) = {✠}∪
∪

ai (⃗xi)∈α I x0|ai⟨⃗xi⟩(V (xi(1),Ni(1))� · · ·�V (xi(k),Ni(k))),

• V (α I(P1, . . . ,Pn)) = {ε}∪
∪

ai (⃗xi)∈αE ax0
i (⃗xi)V ([(Pi(1))

⊥/xi(1), . . . ,(Pi(k))
⊥/xi(k)]

⊥).

Lemma 3.7. For any negative regular a-behaviours N1, . . . ,Nn, we have

V ([N1/x1, . . . ,Nn/xn]) =V (x1,N1)� · · ·�V (xn,Nn).

Moreover, we have the following lemma. For any connective α = (⃗z,α0,α1), we denote the connec-
tive (⃗z,α1,α0) by α⊥.

Lemma 3.8. If a connective α is dually decomposable then α⊥ is dually decomposable.

One can prove the following proposition by using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8.

Proposition 3.9. We have the following assertions.

1. If a connective α is dually decomposable then visitable paths of α are dually decomposable.

2. If visitable paths of a connective α are dually decomposable then α satisfies the harmony condi-
tion.

Our characterization of Prawitz-style harmony condition is obtained by Propositions 3.3 and 3.9.

Corollary 3.10 (Characterization of Harmony). Let α be a connective. The following three assertions
are equivalent: (i) α satisfies the harmony condition, (ii) α is dually decomposable and (iii) visitable
paths of α is dually decomposable.
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4 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

By adopting the Computational Ludics framework, we have first reformulated into one and the same
condition – that of harmony – two of the fundamental principles of proof-theoretic semantics – the
inversion principle and the recovery principle. Then, we have shown that the harmony condition is
equivalent to both the dual decomposability of connectives and the dual decomposability of visitable
paths for connectives. In this way, a refinement of Prawitz-style harmony condition can be obtained.

In the proof-theoretic semantics literature, other principles are considered in order to capture the
necessary condition that a set of rules has to satisfy to define a meaningful logical connective. These
principles are for instance the deducibility of identicals or the uniqueness (see [6]). As future work,
we aim at examining how these principles can be reformulated and characterized in the Computational
Ludics framework. On the other hand, as shown in [2], there is a logical connective in Computational
Ludics for non-linear case which does not enjoy the internal completeness. By considering non-linear
case, we will investigate the relationship of the logicality of connectives and the internal completeness
further.
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